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Part I - Possibility of Optically Pumped CW IR Lasers 
at Multi-Atmospheric Gas Pressures. 
Introduction 
In the past several years, there have been a number 
of ways in which an intense infrared laser has been applied 
to optically pump a gaseous medium and produce gain and, 
hence, laser oscillation in new wavelength regions. These 
fall broadly into two categories: the first consists of 
pulsed systems in which intense laser radiation pulses are 
used in the optical pumping of gaseous media at pressures 
ranging from several mtorrs to many atmospheres. The 
second consists of optically pumped gaseous laser systems 
with the capability of operating continuously: these have 
all been achieved at low gas pressures where the narrow 
line widths give higher gains at reduced number of mole- 
cules in the laser levels. 
Lasers operating at elevated gas pressures are of 
particular interest because of the pressure broadening 
of the amplifying transitions, making possible frequency 
tuning over broad regions. 
In several cases where laser oscillation with pulsed 
optical pumping have been achieved at elevated gas pres- 
sures, the experiments have been performed at a low repe- 
tition rate with resultant low average output powers. A 
high repetition rate or CW optically pumped high pressure 
gas laser, however, would require taking into considera- 
tion a variety of practical as well as basic problems not 
encountered in transient low reptition rate systems. 
The purpose of this report is to analyze the possi- 
bility of obtaining CW or high repetition rate optically 
pumped gaseous systems capable of operating in the pres- 
sure ranges exceeding hundreds of torrs and extending into 
the multi-atmospheric regions. At a pressure of several 
atmospheres, the full gain-bandwidth of an individual 
molecular rotation-vibration transition is in the ten to 
twenty GHz range. Considering that in a high gain system 
laser oscillation can be obtained over a large number of 
rotation-vibration transitions, a laser operating at 
several atmospheres gas pressure will have frequency tun- 
ing capability over a broad region. This frequency tuning 
range can be further extended by isotopic substitution 
of the lasing molecules which due to the isotope effect 
will oscillate at shifted frequencies. It is also well 
known that in some cases, the isotopic substitution will 
allow new transitions to appear (due to a removal of 
molecular symmetry) giving rise to additional laser tran- 
sitions not occurring in the lasing molecules at its 
natural isotopic abundance. 
Optical pumping with an incident laser radiation at 
a moderate field intensity is a nondestructive process 
and does not cause molecular dissociation. This feature 
is particularly advantageous in operating a sealed-off 
laser utilizing gaseous molecules with rare isotopic con- 
stituents. This is to be contrasted with a gaseous dis- 
charge system in which molecular dissociation poses a 
major problem in sealed-off operation. 
The objective of the analysis presented below is to 
point out that, with further developments, it is possible 
to construct a new family of frequency tunable gas laser 
devices covering a broad region of the infrared. These 
lasers can have major impact in a variety of applications, 
including their utilization as local oscillators for super- 
heterodyne remote sensing of trace gases in the atmosphere. 
The discussion presented below will be specifically 
addressed to the problem of obtaining CW laser oscilla- 
tion in a high pressure gaseous medium with a CW inci- 
dent optical pumping laser radiation. This would cover 
the less stringent high repetition rate mode of operation 
which can readily be achieved in the same system by operat- 
ing the optical pumping laser in a repetitive Q-switched 
mode with peak pulse intensities considerably higher than 
the CW output. 
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To achieve sizable excitation of a high lying molecular 
level with optical pumping in a high pressure gas, two 
considerations are of basic importance: the first relates 
to a need to maintain the pump radiation flux at a high 
intensity over a sufficiently long propagation distance to 
produce the necessary gain-length for laser oscillation in 
the high pressure medium. It is important that this be 
achieved without heating the gas excessively. This rules 
out CW operation in cases where the optical pumping radia- 
tion is heavily absorbed over a short propagation length. 
The second relates to the choice of the high pressure 
gaseous systems which would allow the necessary high popu- 
lation densities in the laser levels to be maintained at 
elevated gas pressures. 
With a focussed laser radiation, high radiation flux 
can be obtained in the focal region. With long focal 
length optics, this high intensity can be generated over 
a fairly long propagation length. In this way, a laser 
having a moderate output power can be used to obtain high 
field intensities in a pencil beam of limited cross sec- 
tion. Over and above this, we draw attention to the fact 
that in an appropriate small cross section hollow wave- 
guide, high pump radiation flux can be maintained over 
propagation distances considerably longer than those ob- 
tainably in the focal region of an appropriately focussed 
laser radiation. Although in favorable cases the use of 
a waveguide may not be necessary, in principle, however, 
the threshold pump power may be lowered with optical pump- 
ing in a waveguide. The problem of hollow waveguides has 
received considerable attention in a variety of applica- 
tions. A summary discussion reviewing the aspects relevant 
to the optical pumping problems under consideration here 
is presented below. 
In connection with the choice of the gaseous medium 
for the optical pumping, the second consideration noted 
above, we analyze here several systems, one of which takes 
advantage of the process of energy storage - energy trans- 
fer in molecular vibrations with long V-T decay times and 
fast V-V transfer rates. In the past, several optically 
pumped energy storage systems have been made to oscillate. 
All these previous cases, however, have required very in- 
tense pump radiation obtainable only in short duration 
pulses. Here we discuss a new and broadly applicable 
energy transfer-energy storage approach which operates 
on a basis fundamentally different from those known pre- 
viously. In this new approach a ternary gas mixture is 
used in which the CW pump radiation is absorbed by one 
molecular species and then transferred and stored in 
another molecular constituent of the mixture. The stored 
energy is subsequently utilized to excite the laser levels 
of a third molecular species. The advantages of separat- 
ing the pump energy absorbing molecules from the energy 
storing molecules are clarified below. 
SUMMARY OF THE CONTENT -- 
Section L gives a brief account of the previously 
known optically pumped gas laser systems. The discussion 
then shows the advantages of using a hollow waveguide for 
CW optical pumping of the high pressure gaseous systems 
under consideration in this report. Following these, the 
details relating to the use of a waveguide are discussed 
in two subsections: 
Subsection la deals with the general application of a - 
hollow waveguide, summarizing the past work relevant to 
the topics of this report. 
Subsection lb outlines the basic losses associated - 
with propagation of radiation in different types of wave- 
guides, including a discussion of losses when the wave- 
guide is used as a part of a resonator. 
Section 2 gives specific details of the gaseous sys- 
tems suitable for optical pumping at a high pressure. This 
is discussed in two subsections: 
Subsection 2a gives a summary of an optical pumping - 
scheme in which a CO2 gas is optically pumped at its 9.6 1-1 
band, resulting in gain and hence laser oscillation on the 
10.6 1-1 band. This system has been previously analyzed by 
Letokhov and his colleagues who have also made a demonstra- 
tion of it in a pulsed device. The discussion gives the 
relevant parameters relating to CW operation. The exten- 
sion of the method to N 0 molecules and the use of a mix- 2 
ture of several isotopic species are discussed. 
Subsection 2b gives the details of a conceptually - 
new approach in which the optically pumped high pressure 
gaseous system consists of a mixture of three primary 
gases, operating on the principles of energy storage and 
excitation transfer at an elevated vibrational tempera- 
ture. This ternary gaseous system overcomes much of the 
difficulties of the previously known optically pumped 
energy transfer gaseous laser system which, due to these 
difficulties, require highly intense optical pumping radia- 
tion obtainable only in short duration pulses. It is 
shown in detail that, in the proposed ternary system, CW 
gains exceeding O.Ol/cm can readily be obtained for 1 watt 
incident pump radiation coupled to an appropriate wave- 
guide. In the example given, the pump radiation is ob- 
tained from a CW CO laser. 
In collaboration with R.V. Hess and P. Brockman, NASA 
Langley, Hampton, Virginia, a computer modeling of the 
CO-NO system has been performed. This computer modeling 
estimates the transfer rates, the V-V and V-T decay rates 
for a large number of levels to account for the energy 
transfer through high-lying vibrational levels. The esti- 
mates of these rates are obtained via the prior-rate and 
surprisal analysis. A detailed knowledge of these rates 
(and their temperature dependence) are of considerable 
importance in a variety of applications. These include 
detailed kinetic models of an e-beam CO laser and its 
analysis for room-temperature operation laser chemistry 
applications employing the CO molecules, and others. 
Part II of this report summarizes the theoretical 
considerations in the computer model estimates of the V-V 
and V-T decay rates of CO-CO, CO-NO and NO-NO systems. 
It is shown that in high-lying vibrational levels, V-V 
decay rates for collisions with Av=2 can become as large 
as the rates for collisions for Av=l. This is a novel 
result which is of considerable importance in detailed 
estimates of the various transfer rates. Part II is con- 
cluded with a complete set of computer print-outs and 
graphs giving the decay rates for the CO-NO system up to 
v=50. 
This is the final report for work performed during 
the period December 15, 1976 - December 17, 1977. 
Subsection la - Hollow Waveguide for Optical Pumping - 
In free space, the laws of diffraction limits 
the distance over which a beam of light can propagate 
without an appreciable spread. Because of this, by re- 
ducing the beam diameter of an incident radiation with a 
lens or a telescope, large radiation power densities can 
only be produced over short propagation distances. The 
situation, however, can be drastically different if, 
instead of free space, propagation of light in a bound 
medium (i.e. a waveguide) is considered. In a hollow 
waveguide, the propagation of radiation via a low order - 
low loss waveguide mode can take place over relatively 
large distances without an appreciable reduction of the 
power density. 
The use of an optical waveguide, in particular when 
filled with an active medium, has been exploited in a 
number of important applications - in fact, as is well 
known, the field of integrated optics is based on the 
concept of optical waveguides and their applications. 
We will summarize below three recent applications 
in which a hollow waveguide filled with a gaseous medium 
is used at infrared wavelengths: 
The first is the well known CO2 waveguide laser in 
which a gaseous discharge through a hollow cylindrical 
dielectric waveguide containing a mixture of C02-N2-He 
gases, excites the amplifying transitions of the CO2 
molecules. This in turn produces laser oscillations on 
the low loss electromagnetic mode of the dielectric wave- 
guide used as a part of a high Q resonator. 
The second consists of several far infrared metal 
waveguide lasers in which optical pumping with 10 !-I CO2 
laser radiation is utilized to obtain far IR amplification 
and hence laser oscillation in a number of low pressure 
gases. As in CO2 waveguide laser, the amplifying transi- 
tions are coupled to the low order - low loss waveguide 
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modes in a resonator. In these optically pumped devices, 
however, the 10 1-1 pump radiation is sufficiently intense 
for the optical pumping of the low pressure gases, so 
that its transmission through the far-IR waveguide, 
(which has a large diameter), takes place via multiple 
reflection off the waveguide walls, (without making use 
of the possibility of achieving enhanced pump radiation 
flux by coupling the pump radiation to a small area wave- 
guide as discussed below). 
The third is a recent series of experiments 1 in 
which a small diameter hollow waveguide filled with an 
absorbing gas is used to perform CW optical pumping with 
an incident radiation at 5 1-1. In this case, the output 
of a CW CO laser is coupled to a low order- 
low loss waveguide mode, which allows propagation of 
incident radiation over appreciable distances at sizably 
enhanced radiation intensity flux needed for the optical 
pumping. In the experiments, NO molecules are used as 
the absorbing gas. The v = 0 + 1 rotational-vibrational 
band of this molecule has a number of transitions which 
lie in close resonance with several of the strong oscil- 
lating CO laser lines. The use of the waveguide with a 
small cross sectional area made it possible to heavily 
saturate the absorbing NO transitions with the incident 
CO laser radiation tuned to the appropriate lines: this 
is achieved over an appreciable absorption path length 
(in excess of 70 cm). In this way, sizable population is 
produced in the v = 1 state of the NO molecule, making 
possible hot band absorption spectroscopy of this mole- 
cule's v = 1 + 2 band. The hot band spectroscopy is 
performed by transmitting through the waveguide the 
radiation output of a CW frequency tunable spin-flip 
laser, as the saturating CW CO laser radiation is simul- 
taneously coupled to the same waveguide. 
In addition to the v = 0 + 1 hot band spectroscopy, 
the use of the waveguide made it possible to observe 
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several coherent two quantum v = 0 + 2 transitions in the 
NO molecules --the observation of such a two quantum transi- 
tion in absorption also requires intense incident radia- 
tion flux over an appreciable absorption path length in 
the gas sample. 
This experiment has provided valuable information 
relating to the use of a small cross sectional area wave- 
guide to obtain sizable population in an excited molecular 
vibrational level via CW optical pumping-this information 
supports many of the conclusions stated in this report. 
Subsection lb - Waveguide Losses - 
There are a number of recent publications 2,3,4,5,6 
which treat the propagation modes in a hollow waveguide 
and the associated waveguide losses, as well as the losses 
when the waveguide is used in a resonator with external 
reflecting optics. We shall summarize here the results 
relevant to the purpose of this discussion. 
We shall first discuss the losses associated with the 
lowest order propagating mode in the waveguide. Consider 
a hollow cylindrical dielectric waveguide. In this case, 
the lowest loss propagation mode is the hybrid EHll mode. 
For a 1 nun diameter waveguide (corresponding to an area 
of 10 -2 cm2), the EHll losses (for a quartz waveguide) at 
10 P is O.O013/cm. In this type of waveguide, the losses 
increase rapidly at reduced diameters: at 0.36 mm dia- 
meter, (corresponding to an area 10-3cm2),the losses at 
10 1-( will be O.O4/cm. 
Cylindrical metallic waveguides have lower losses. 
In this case, the lowest loss mode is the TEOl mode. In 
a copper cylindrical waveguide 360 P in diameter, (cor- 
responding to an area A = 10 -3 cm2), the losses for 10 1-1 
radiation is O.O002/cm. For a 200 p diameter (area 3 x 
10-4cm2) losses become O.O015/cm and for 120 1-1 diameter 
(area = 10 -4 cm2), the losses will be O.O07/cm. 
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The TEll mode configuration, however, is doughnut shape 
with the E-field polarization at each point perpendicular 
to the doughnut radius passing through the point. Accord- 
ingly , case must be taken in using the output of a laser 
oscillating on this mode for application as a local oscil- 
lator in superheterodyne detection. For this, half of 
the output beam must be blocked - otherwise, because of 
a change in E-field polarization direction, there will be 
cancellation effect due to phase change in heterodyning. 
Rectangular waveguides have some advantages, parti- 
cularly for their tolerances against additional losses due 
to small curvatures along the waveguide length. Here 
we give the characteristics for a hybrid case in which 
two opposing waveguide walls are dielectric and the other 
two walls are metallic. In this case, for a waveguide 100 
micron in thickness and one millimeter wide, (correspond- 
ing to an area of 10 -3 2 cm 1, the losses at 10 p radiation 
is O.O02/cm. (This is for the case in which the wider 
dimension is the metallic wall and the thin dimension is 
the dielectric wall. The corresponding E-field polariza- 
tion for the low loss mode is parallel to the metallic 
wall.) 
In several examples given below, the total available 
CFJ pump powers are in the range of 1 to 10 watts. Accord- 
ing to the above summary, the use of a waveguide with a 
cross sectional area of 10 -3cm2 will enable operation at 
pump power densities in the range of 1 to 10 kilowatt/cm2. 
Another consideration requiring attention is the over- 
all losses when the waveguide is used as a part of a 
resonator. Two cases must be distinguished: the first is 
the case in which the reflecting optics for regenerative 
feedback consist of reflecting mirrors placed in direct 
contact with (or very close to) the waveguide ends. In 
this case, the situation is straightforward, since the 
overall losses will merely consist of the sum of the 
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waveguide propagation losses discussed above and the end 
mirrors' transmission losses. 
The second is the case in which the waveguide is 
coupled to the free space and an external optical sys- 
tem, consisting of curved mirrors (or an equivalent sys- 
tern), provides the feedback. This problem has been 
extensively treated 3,4 particularly for the dielectric 
waveguide. In summary, the resonator mode inside the 
waveguide is expressed as a superposition of the propo- 
gating waveguide modes, and, in the region outside the 
waveguide, it is expanded in terms of the free space modes 
(of an open resonator) bounded by the reflecting optics. 
Across the cross section at either end of the waveguide, 
the field expression in the inside of the waveguide is 
matched to the field expression outside of it. The eigen 
states are then sought as the solutions which regenerate 
themselves after each round trip propagation in the resona- 
tor. Following this procedure, it is found that, with 
appropriate reflecting optics suitably placed at either 
ends, the low order resonator modes will correspond to a 
solution inside the waveguide consisting mainly of the 
low order - low loss waveguide modes with small admixture 
of the lossy higher order modes. Two situations are 
identified for which the losses of the lowest order mode 
of the overall resonator are at a minimum: 
The first is the case where the separation of each 
curved mirror from the waveguide end closest to it is 
equal to its focal distance, the second is the case where 
this separation equals the mirror's radius of curvature. 
In both cases, the lowest loss is obtained when each 
mirror's curvature is taken to coincide with the curved 
wavefront of the appropriate open space propagation mode, 
having its beam waist at the waveguide end (and a cross 
sectional area at the beam waist properly matched to the 
waveguide inside dimensions). Estimate shows that, 3,4 for 
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instance, for a ten cm waveguide with 1 mm inside diameter, 
the single pass resonator losses can be as low as 1.5%. 
The situation is expected to be considerably better 
for a resonator utilizing a circular or rectangular metal- 
lic waveguide (or a hybrid rectangular waveguide made of 
a pair of metallic and a pair of dielectric walls). This 
is due to the fact that the low order modes in these wave- 
guides have losses considerably less than a dielectric 
waveguide of the same cross sectional area, hence, their 
admixtures describing a resonator mode will also correspond 
to a low loss mode. 
It is to be noted that, with an amplifying medium of 
sufficient gain, laser oscillation automatically occurs 
on the lowest loss mode of the overall resonator. Accord- 
iwly , in an oscillating laser, the propagating field in- 
side the waveguide is optimally matched to the propagating 
field outside of it. 
Coupling an externally applied radiation to a wave- 
guide (as is necessary for the pump radiation) is a dif- 
ferent matter; it will require matching the wave front of 
the incident radiation to the waveguide's propagating low 
loss modes. This can become a demanding task if the aim 
is to obtain an optimum coupling. However, an optimum 
coupling to the waveguide is by no means a necessity for 
the pump radiation since, for instance, a 20 or 30 percent 
coupling loss can be made up by increasing the incident 
radiation by an amount equal to the coupling loss. 
Section 2 - Gaseous Systems Suitable for CW Optical - -- 
Pumping in a Waveguide -- 
The available CW pump radiation sources dictate the 
choice of the gaseous media for the optical pumping systems 
proposed here. For practical reasons, we mainly confine 
our attention to the use of two types of CW laser pump 
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radiation sources: the CO2 laser and the CO laser. Possi- 
ble use of other pump radiation sources, including the 
HF CW laser and the parametrically produced radiation 
utilizing integrated optics, are briefly discussed at the 
end of this section. 
Subsection 2a - - CO2 Laser as the Optical Pumping Source --- 
Letokhov and his colleagues 7,8 have theoretically 
analyzed optical pumping of a high pressure CO2 gas via 
the 9.6 p absorption band, [the (001) + (02OO)]. In this 
case, a CO 2 laser oscillating on this band is used for the 
optical pumping; gain (and hence laser oscillation) is ob- 
tained on the 10.6 1-1 band. The same group has reported 
experimental observation of the effect 7,8 using a relatively 
intense pulsed CO2 laser pump radiation-14% conversion 
efficiency is obtained. The experimental observations 
agree with their theoretical predictions. We summarize 
below the relevant predictions relating to the CW optical 
pumping of this system. 
The maximum obtainable gain, g,, in this system is 
gm = a[exp(+AE/kT)-11, where c1 is the absorption coefficient 
of the CO2 at the 10.6 1-1 band (which isall. x 10B3/cm at 
room temperature), and AE is the 103 cm energy sepa- 
ration between the (100) and (02OO) vibrational states, 
(the lower states of the 10.6 u and 9.3 u bands respective- 
ly) - At 450 K, one obtains g m = 2.7 x 10e3/cm. 
As the pump radiation intensity is increased, the 
10.6 p absorption in the high pressure gas reduces to 
zero and switches to amplification. At a pressure of 100 
torrs, the threshold pump radiation flux for the onset of 
the amplification is 2.8 x 10 3 watts/cm2. At one atmos- 
phere pressure, this threshold intensity is increased to 
1.6 x lo5 watts/cm2. 
Letokhov and colleagues have discussed the use of a 
hollow waveguide with 100 u in diameter to obtain enhanced 
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radiation power flux. The discussion in Section 1 of this 
report shows that the expected waveguide losses at these 
diameters are somewhat large. For a waveguide with 10 '3cm2 
cross sectional area, however, the waveguide losses can be 
sufficiently low. For such a waveguide, the estimated 
threshold input power at one atmosphere pressure will be 
160 watts, while at 100 torrs pressure, this is reduced to 
2.8 watts. At a pump power twice the threshold, the gain 
at a temperature of 450 K will be between 1 x 10e3/cm to 
2 x 10m3/cm. 
Accordingly we note that at pressures of several 
atmospheres, the total pump radiation needed in in the 
range of several hundred watts. At several hundred torr 
pressure, however, the required pump power is reduced to 
tens of watts. In this lower pressure region, mixture 
of several isotopic species of the CO2 gas molecules will 
extend the frequency tuning range over a broad region of 
interest. (See Section 3) 
Inspection shows that this method can be extended to 
a different system consisting of optical pumping of the 
N20 molecules, with a CW CO2 pump laser oscillating on 
the same 9.6 1-1 band. We note that a number of strongly 
oscillating CO2 lines in this band closely overlap several 
of the N20 transitions belonging to its 9.6 P (02OO) + (100) 
absorption band. Furthermore, because of several compen- 
sating factors, the optical pumping of the N20 molecules 
is found to behave similarly to the CO2 molecules dis- 
cussed above. An advantage of the use of N20 is that, 
unlike C02, all the rotational states (including both even 
and odd J's) are allowed. As a result, the spacing be- 
tween adjacent rotational-vibrational transitions are about 
a factor of 2.5 times less than the spacings of the CO2 
lines. The abundance of the lines, along with the possi- 
bility of operating with mixtures of several N20 isotopic 
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species, makes the optical pumping of the N20 molecules 
an attractive possibility for the consideration of this 
proposal. (See Section 3) 
Subsection 2b - - Optical Pumping with a CW CO Laser -- ----- 
With sufficient care, a highly reliable line tunable 
CW gaseous discharge CO laser can be constructed, with 
the capability of operating on any one of a large number 
of CO rotational-vibrational lines. Depending on the os- 
cillating line, the output power ranges from hundreds of 
milliwatts to several watts. We note here that, several 
years ago, there were a number of technical problems which 
limited the performance realiability of a CW CO laser. 
These problems were mainly related to the gas handling and 
the CO discharge tube design and its electrodes. It is 
now possible to construct a CW CO laser capable of operat- 
ing stably and reproducibly without deterioration of its 
performance over a long period of time. The following dis- 
cussion gives an important application of a CW CO laser 
in a novel optical pumping system based on energy storage 
and excitation transfer principles. 
This method utilizes a ternary gas mixture in which 
the incident pump radiation is absorbed by a first mole- 
cular constituent of the mixture -- a second molecular 
species in the mixture serves as a reservoir to store the 
energy initially absorbed by the first gas -- a third gas 
molecules, the lasing molecules, in equilibrium with the 
rest of the system, maintains inverted population and 
hence optical gain in suitable transitions. The trans- 
fer of energy from the absorbing molecules, through the 
energy storing gas, to the lasing molecules occurs via 
near resonant W type collisional excitation transfer. 
An important distinguishing feature of this ternary 
system is that the absorption of pump radiation occurs in 
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molecules which differ from the energy storing molecules. 
This makes it possible to increase the pressure of the 
energy storing molecules to a relatively high value, as 
the partial pressure of the absorbing gas is independently 
adjusted to give a suitable absorption length for the pump 
radiation; as is seen below, the conditions for energy 
storage and its transfer to the lasing molecules are most 
favorable at elevated pressures of the energy storing 
molecules (and at lower pressures of the energy absorbing 
molecules). We further note that, with the same energy 
absorbing and energy storing molecular system, optical 
gains at different wavelengths can be obtained by using 
different suitably chosen lasing gases in the mixture. 
In Section 1, it was noted that a number of strong 
absorption lines in NO molecules originating from its 
v = 0 + 1 rotational-vibrational band, fall in close co- 
incidence with several strongly oscillating CO laser lines. 
The most favorable case is the Pg (13) CO laser line which 
lies at 1884.32 cm-l (corresponds to a wavelength of 
5.30695 u), and is 600 MHZ below the peak of the absorbing 
NO line. The CW CO laser output power on this line is 
typically one watt. 
In the ternary gas mixture, NO molecules will be used 
as the energy absorbing species. We choose the CO molecules 
for the energy storage, because of its exceptionally long 
V-T decay rate. In our detailed estimate, we shall con- 
sider the CO2 molecules as the lasing gas. There are a 
host of other suitable lasing cases, which are mentioned 
below. 
The first vibrational state of the NO molecule lies 
-1 at 1904 cm . -1 The CO v = 1 state lies at 2170 cm . The 
-1 CO,(OOl) state lies at 2349.4 cm . Accordingly, we note 
that C02(O01) state is 445 cm -1 higher than NO v = 1 state. 
This state, however, is only 179 cm -' higher than the CO 
v = 1 state. 
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Before proceeding with the estimates, we summarize 
a typical result. It is shown below that at a pressure of 
2.8 atmospheres of CO, 8.3 torrs of NO and 60 torrs of C02, 
CW optical gain of O.Ol/cm can be obtained at the 10.6 p 
band of C02. This is obtainable in a waveguide with 10 '3cm2 
cross sectional area (corresponding to 357 u in diameter) 
coupled to the 1 watt CO laser line mentioned above, (so 
that the pump radiation flux in the waveguide is 1 KW/cm). 
Under the conditions described, the absorption coefficient 
of the NO line is O.O4/cm, corresponding to 25 cm absorp- 
tion length. 
The following pages, summarize the estimates. 
Estimate of gain 
The estimate presented here is based on an approximate 
model describing the equilibrium distribution of population 
in the various vibrational states in terms of a vibrational 
temperature. Detailed inspection of a host of gas kinetic 
processes in the optically pumped ternary system verifies 
the validity of the model, as long as the gas kinetic 
temperature is not appreciably below the room temperature. 
(The proposed optical pumping will be done at a room tem- 
perature.) 
To begin with, we give a number of relevant para- 
meters of the gas molecules considered here. 
The CO/CO VTR deactivation rate is 
1.9 x 10-3/sec/torr. 
The NO/NO VTR deactivation rate is about 
lo6 times higher and is 2.5 x 103/sec/torr. 
NO/CO W transfer rate is 652/sec/torr. 
CO/CO W transfer rate is close to the 
NO/NO rate and is 700/sec/torr. 
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C02/C02 deactivation rate for the (001) 
state is 3.35 x 102/sec/torr. 
Collision broadening (FWHN) for CO2 by 
CO is 6.5 MHz/torr. 
The broadening of CO2 by NO is 7.0 MHz/torr. 
The NO self-broadening and its broadening 
by CO are not accurately known. We will 
adopt a typical value of 8 MHz/torr FWHM 
in our estimate. 
Measured absorption coefficient of the NO 
line under consideration is l/cm at one torr 
in pure NO, where the line width is due to 
Doppler broadening. (The measurement is 
done at MIT.) 
As is seen below, under an optimum condition, the CO 
partial pressure is at several atmospheres, with the NO and 
CO2 gas molecules at sizably lower partial pressures. Under 
this condition, the NO and CO2 line broadenings are dominated 
by collisions with the CO molecules. Inspection shows that, 
in this case, the absorption coefficient, ~1, of the NO ab- 
sorption line under consideration can be numerically written 
as: 
pn ci = 10.7 p ; 
-C 
(1) 
where c1 is in reciprocal cm., p, and p, are the NO and CO 
gas pressures, respectively. The numerical factor in this 
equation is the products of all factors, including the 
Boltzman factor for the absorbing NO level, the square of 
the matrix element, etc. (This expression is obtained from 
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the measured absorption coefficient of NO and the line 
broadening coefficient of NO by CO given above.) 
Let us assume an acceptable absorption coefficient, 
ci = O.O4/cm, corresponding to 25 absorption length. We 
shall impose this as a fixed condition throughout the cal- 
culations which follow. From this and expression (l), we 
will obtain: 
PC -= 268 
pn 
(2) 
We shall further assume that the incident radiation 
flux at the 5.3 )J wavelength of the NO absorption line is 
1 kw/cm2. This will correspond to a rate, R, of the inci- 
dent photon flux given by: 
R = 2.7 x 1022/sec/cm2. 
For this incident radiation, the absorbed photons per sec- 
ond and per unit volume is: 
AR = ctR 
= 1.1 x 1021/sec/cm3. 
AR represents the number of NO molecules making transitions 
to the v = 1 state per cm3 and per sec. 
The number density of molecules, nl, in the NO v = 1 state 
will be given by nl = (AR)T, where T is the V-T decay rate 
of the NO molecules, which is T = 4 x 10 -4/Pn, with p, 
expressed in torrs. From this, we will have: 
nl = 
4.4 x 1017 
'n 
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It follows that the ratio of this nl, to the density of NO 
molecules, no, in the ground vibrational state is given by: 
nl 13.8 -= 
n 
0 
This holds, as long as nl - << 1. n 
0 
nl As an example, let us take n = 0.2 I 
0 
in this case, p = 8.3 torrs. 
from (2) will bZ p, 
The CO pressure obtained 
= 2200 torrs (which is 2.8 atmospheres). 
Accordingly, a mixture of 8.3 torrs NO and 2.8 atmospheres 
of CO will have an absorption length of 25 cm, (i.e., c1 = 
0.041, at the wavelength of the incident pump radiation 
tuned to the 5.3 1-r NO absorption line. Furthermore, for 
1 kw/cm' incident radiation flux, the NO v = 1 state will 
be populated according to (nl/no) = 0.2, corresponding to 
a vibrational temperature of :1700 K. 
Let us for the moment consider a mixture of CO and 
NO gas (without C02). We note that, even in presence of 
several atmosphere CO pressure, the VT deactivation of NO 
is by far dominated by its own NO/NO self-deactivation 
process (as assumed above). The W transfer rate between 
CO and NO, however, occurs at a rapid rate. This, on the 
average, does not effect the density of the NO vibrational 
state estimated from its self deactivation lifetime. This 
is because, in the steady state, the W transfer from NO 
to CO is entirely balanced by its reverse process from CO 
to NO. This is true, as long as the VT decay of CO is very 
slow, which happens to be valid under the operating condi- 
tions described here. 
Let us specifically consider the following energy 
transfer process: 
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NO(v = 1) + CO(v = 0) 2 NO(v = 0) + CO(v = 1) 
G 
rf and I'r are respectively the rates for the forward and 
the reverse processes as indicated. These are given by: 
rf = No Bf and rr = no Or, where no and No are the densi- 
ties of the v = o states of the CO and NO molecules re- 
spectively and ef and Or are the averages of <v(s> over 
velocity distribution of the collision partners in the 
forward and the reverse processes respectively. (These 
quantities are related by (Of/ er) = exp[-AE/kT] where AE 
is the vibrational energy of the CO minus the vibrational 
energy of NO, which is 164 cm -1 .) 
Consider the 8.3 torrs NO and 2.8 atmospheres of CO 
gas mixture (corresponding to c1 = O.O4/cm). For these 
partial pressures we will have: 
rf = 1.5 x 106/sec. 
'r = 6 x 103/sec. 
(3) 
(These are obtained from the known NO/CO W transfer rate 
of 652/sec/torr given above.) 
If all other processes were to be ignored, in equi- 
librium we will have: 
"1 rf = Nl rr; (4) 
with n 1 and Nl representing the densities of the v = 1 
states of the CO and NO respectively. From (3) and (41, 
we observe that in equilibrium, Nl>>nl. This situation 
originates from the fact that CO pressure is much higher 
than NO, leading to rf>>rr as indicated by (31, and de- 
spite a much larger CO pressure, the rate limiting VT de- 
cay still occurs through NO self deactivation. 
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The above analysis leaves out the effect of W type 
collisions between two vibrationally excited molecules. 
Detailed inspection shows that this effect tends to dis- 
tribute the excited molecules among the higher vibrational 
states, without appreciably affecting the total densities 
of the vibrationally excited molecules of either of the 
two molecular species. Furthermore, it can be shown that, 
at elevated gas temperatures where the W energy defects 
are appreciably less than kT, the collisional processes 
tend to distribute the molecules over the various vibra- 
tional states according to a Boltzman distribution at a 
given temperature, with the CO vibrational temperature 
slightly below the NO vibrational temperature. Accordingly, 
the NO v = 1 state as well as the CO v = 1 state will have 
the highest populations compared to their respective popu- 
lations in the v > 1 states. 
This situation is approximately valid at room 
temperature. At a temperature around liquid N2 tempera- 
ture (or less), on the other hand, the collisional anhar- 
manic pumping of the vibrationally excited CO molecules, 
as well as the NO-CO W energy defect pumping, can become 
an appreciable effect. In that case, the populations of 
the excited vibrational states in both molecules tend to 
shift to their higher lying vibrational states. In fact, 
under appropriate conditions, an inverted population within 
the excited vibrational states of CO and NO molecules can 
occur at a low gas kinetic temperature. 
(At this point, we note parenthetically that, in 
many respects, a CO molecule in a high lying vibrational 
state, plays a role similar to its v = 1 state. For in- 
stance, the W CO/CO, excitation transfer process leading 
to production of the CO2 in the (001) state considered 
below can take place as effectively for CO on a v > 1 state 
as for the CO v = 1 state. This is noted to show that a 
shift of population to high lying vibrational state in CO 
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- 
does not appreciably alter the obtainable gain in CO2; this 
further justifies our ignoring this effect in the estimate 
presented below.) 
For reasons summarized above, we can safely proceed 
by assuming that at room temperature (or higher), the 
vibrational temperature of the CO v = 1 state raises to a 
value near the NO v = 1 vibrational temperature. From this 
it follows that: 
nl W Nl -=- 
n 
0 NO 
where the ratio (nl/no) is determined from the rate of 
incident photon absorption in NO and the NO VT decay life- 
time (arising from its self deactivation), as per estimates 
given above. 
From this, we conclude that, in our typical example 
of 8.3 torrs NO - 2.8 atmospheres CO, and an incident opti- 
cal pumping radiation flux of 103W/cm2, the equilibrium 
vibrational temperature of CO reaches a value close to 
the above 1700 K estimate of the NO vibrational tempera- 
ture. From this we obtain the number of vibrationally 
excited CO molecules to be: 
Nl W - 1.4 x 101'/cm3 
Before we proceed further, here we note that, in a 
9 recent experiment by Deutschand Kildal , a mixture of 
C02-CO-Be is optically pumped by a radiation pulse at a 
wavelength in close coincidence with the Pl(14) line of 
the CO molecules. (This is done by harmonic generation 
starting from a pulsed CO2 TEA laser.) Energy transfer 
from CO to CO2 produces gain and hence laser oscillation 
on the 10.6 p band of C02. In optimum situation, laser 
oscillation is obtained with 2 milli joule incident 5 micron 
radiation in a 200 nanosecond pulse, with a 4.3 cm length 
for the optically pumped medium producing the gain. This 
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is done with an incident radiation having a cross sectional 
area of 0.1 cm2. If we assume that at least 50% of the in- 
cident pump photons are absorbed over the 4.3 cm length of 
the sample, then, the total number of the CO molecules ex- 
cited into its v = 1 state over the 200 nanosecond pulse 
widths will be 50% of the total photons, in the 2 mj inci- 
dent pump radiation. This will correspond to 1016 total 
excited molecules. Dividing this by the volume of the 
sample, we obtain a density of Nl = 2 x 1016/cm3. The 
data presented by Deutsch and Kildal does not give the 
partial pressures of the gases at which the 2 mj threshold 
pump radiation is observed. A detailed inspection of 
their data shows the likelihood that their incident 2 mj 
minimum threshold pump radiation may have been absorbed 
over 0.5 cm length of their gas sample. In this case, 
17 their excited CO density at the most will be Nl = 2 x 10 . 
This is noted in support of the potentials of this 
optical pumping method: in our case, we can maintain con- 
siderably higher density of the vibrationally excited CO 
molecules in a CW fashion, as compared to the density pro- 
duced in their transient pulse of 200 nanosecond in dura- 
tion. 
Let us now continue by introducing CO2 in the NO-CO 
gas mixture. In this system, the dominant source of CO,(OOl) 
excitation is the near resonant W transfer via CO/CO2 
collisions. Detailed inspection shows that, at a low CO2 
VT self deactivation (of its 001 state) occurs at a rate 
slower than the W transfer from its (001) state back to 
the CO molecules, the vibrational temperature of the CO,(OOl) 
molecules will be closely the same as that of the CO and 
NO vibrational states. We further note that the CO2 partial 
pressure can be safely increased until its VT self de- 
activation becomes comparable to the NO VT deactivation. 
At a higher CO2 pressure, however, the self deactivation 
of CO2 becomes the decay limiting rate, causing a decrease 
of the overall vibrational temperature of the gas mixture. 
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The VT decay rate of NO at 8.3 torrs partial pressure 
is 2.1 x 104/sec. At a partial pressure of 60 torrs of the 
CO2 gas, the CO,(OOl) VT decay rate (arising from its self 
deactivation) becomes comparable to the NO VT self de- 
activation rate. We further note that, at the 2.8 at- 
mospheres CO partial pressure considered here, the W trans- 
fer rate from CO2(001) state back to CO, occurs at a rate 
6 of 1.5 x 10 . This is about two orders of magnitude higher 
than the VT self deactivation rate of CO,(OOl) state (at 
60 torrs of CO2 partial pressure). This is an important 
criterion, which dictates that the equilibrium vibrational 
temperature of the (001) state is closely the same as the 
CO vibrational temperature. The rate of CO,(OOl) W trans- 
fer to NO, however, is only 830/set. which is appreciably 
below its VT self deactivation rate. This shows the impor- --- 
tance of the role played 9 CO: resence of --- Without the p - 
g high CO partial pressure, the UJ,(OOl) vibrational tempera- 
ture cannot reach the equilibrium vibrational temperature -- ~- 
of the NO v = 1 state. ---~-- 
From the above, it follows that in equilibrium, the 
number density, m, of the CO,(OOl) molecules in the opti- 
cally pumped mixture considered, will be 
m = 3.8 x 1017/cm3. 
Specifically, this is obtained for CO-NO-CO2 mixture 
at partial pressures of 2.8 atmospheres - 60 torrs - 8.3 
torrs respectively, and for an incident pump radiation 
flux of 103W/cm2 at a wavelength of the NO absorbing line. 
Detailed inspection of the gain expression in the 
10.6 LI of CO2 shows that, for the P (20) line we can write 
numerically: 
g = 1.1 x lo-g (mT) 
where g is the gain value per cm, m is density of CO2 mole- 
cules in the (001) vibrational state and T is given by 
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Av = 1/2r-r where Av is the collision broadened half width 
of the P (20) line. The rotational Boltzman factor, ma- 
trix element square, and all other factors are lumped in 
the numerical coefficient. (In this expression, the lower 
level population of the 10.6 p band is assumed to be suf- 
ficiently below the upper level population and, hence, it 
is ignored.) 
For a (FWHM) of 6.5 MHz/torr collisional line width 
broadening of CO2 by CO, and for a number density of CO2 
(001) given by the above value of m = 3.8 x 10 17 3 /cm , we 
obtain: 
In our above estimate, we have avoided giving detailed 
expressions for the lengthy coupled rate equations. All 
the arguments for the validity of the model presented 
above is based on term-by-term inspection of the coupled 
rate equation. More detailed calculations, including the 
effect of W collisions between the vibrationally excited 
molecules, will have to be performed with kinetic modeling 
computer calculations. The results obtained, however, 
warrants conducting an experimental program to show the 
possible existence of the gain and the prediction of laser 
oscillation. 
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Part II - Estimates of V-V and V-T Rate Constants in 
Pure CO and NO Gases and CO-NO Gas Mixtures 
The surprisal analysis developed by R.D. Levine et al. 1 
is used to predict the V-V and V-T transition rates for 
vibrational levels up to v = 50 for collisions involving 
combinations of the species CO and NO. 
The surprisal analysis developed by Levine and his 
coworkers is based on the assumption that the rate con- 
stants for vibrational energy transfer can be written in 
the form2: 
(1) 
k(v+v') = A(T)kO(v+v';T) exp[-XvIEV-EV,I/k:Tl 
A(T) depends on temperature alone and in the terminology of 
the theory kO(v+v' ;T) is called the prior rate while Xv is 
a measure of the surprisal (discussed below), the difference 
between the actual and the prior rate. As in reference 2, 
hv is a shorthand notation for X vibration; no other signi- 
ficance should be deduced for subscript in Xv. 
The prior rates are calculated from a statistical ap- 
proach to the dynamics in which all final states allowed 
by the available energy are considered equally probable. 
The analysis of the prior transition rate is given in the 
paper by Procacia and Levine2. In particular, for diatomic- 
diatomic collisions they find: 
(2) 
k"(v,m-+v',m' ;T) = [R(e)AT(kT)2*5n-1'2] A3exp[A]K3(A) 
where: 
1 v, m; v , m ' are the initial and final vibrational states 
of the molecules involved 
A = (EV+Em-E 
V' 
-Em,) /2kT 
AT 
= (11)3/2 21/2 m2 m3 
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F-l = reduced mass of collision partners 
R = proportionality constant independent of the 
energy 
K3 (A) = third order modified Bessel function 
of the second kind 
Substituting equation 2 into equation 1 [expressed for 
initial and final states indicated by (v, m; v', ml)], 
yields for diatomic-diatomic collisions an equation for the 
transition rate of: 
(3) 
k(v,m;v',m' ,'I?) = C(T)A3 exp(A)K3(A) exp [-AV12Al/kTl 
where two unknowns, C(T) and X 
V' 
are left to be determined. 
If experimental values are available for rates involving 
the molecules being studied then matching the rate to two 
experimental points will specify the unknowns. If no ex- 
perimental results are available, then various sum rules 
can be used to "synthesize" the necessary parameters. This 
2 approach is detailed in Procacia and Levine . Since ex- 
perimental measurements are available for all the combina- 
tions of molecular species involved in this study, we will 
not deal with this synthetic approach to the problem. 
While in principle any two experimentally available 
points are adequate, it is advantageous if at least one 
V-T transition is available. Since Xv determines the ex- 
ponential dependence of the rate on the energy defect, it 
is important that one obtains an accurate value for Av. 
If the experimental points being matched are all V-V, 
which have relatively small energy defects, then they are 
not a very sensitive determinant of Xv. Slight shifts in 
Xv which optimize the fit to V-V values available could 
lead to drastic errors in predicting V-T rates with large 
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energy defects. Therefore in this work values for Xv and 
C(T) were chosen so as to best fit both V-V and V-T experi- 
mentally available points. 
The "surprisal" is defined as 
(4) 
I(v, v' k"(v+v';T) 9) = Rn[k (v+vl ;T) 1 
Here we consider, for example, a V-T decay in which Em = Em, 
(hence E m is not explicitly indicated). Thus, Xv is a 
direct measure of the difference between the prior rate 
and the actual rates as found experimentally. If Av = 0, 
it means that all final states with a certain energy are 
equally probable. When Xv '0, it is more probable that 
the final state will be close to the initial state in 
vibrational level. That is, as Xv increases positively in 
size, it becomes less and less likely that the energy avail- 
able in a collision will be redistributed. A width of 
kT/XV can be used as a guideline for determining which 
transitions are probable. For transitions to be probable 
their energy defect should be less than this width. A 
negative Xv would imply that the final states would be 
unlikely to be near the initial state. All the Xv's en- 
countered here were found to be positive. 
The determination of Xv and C(T) first involves cal- 
culation of the prior rates as given in equation 2. At 
this stage R is still undetermined so k"/R is calculated 
instead of k". This value is then substituted for k" in 
the equation for k and is equivalent to incorporating the 
unknown R into C(T) which is still to be determined. 
It is most efficient to first calculate k" for ~WJ 
transitions where values are experimentally available. 
Then using these rates to determine Xv and C(T) it becomes 
immediately obvious which transitions will be so unlikely 
to be negligible. For instance, with large positive Av 
any transition with a large energy defect becomes improbable. 
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Thus V-V transitions with AV>l and any V-T types of transi- 
tions would have rates small compared to other processes 
with smaller defects. If one plots the surprisal I on 
the ordinate axis and lAE/kTI on the abscissa then one 
obtains a straight line whose slope is Xv (dimensionless). 
We have extensively investigated fitting such a plot to 
the experimental data of references 3 through 13 (discussed 
below) to obtain the surprisal parameters for CO-CO, NO-NO, 
and CO-N) collisions. (Once A v is determined then equation 
3 for k is used and C(T) calculated so that the predicted 
value matches the corresponding experimental value.) 
With X and C values set an exact equation is written for 
the transition rate k. The rate is expressed in terms 
of th,e energy defect. From this work the following equa- 
tions are found for the transition rates involving colli- 
sions between combinations of molecules of CO and NO: 
T = 298 K 
co- co 
k = (1.15 x 104)e -2-1012AlA3K (A)eA 3 
NO-NO 
k = (1.42 x 104)e-' 737/2AlA3K (A)eA 3 
NO- CO 
k = (2.41 x 105)e -6-5012A/~3~ (A)eA 3 
all the transition rates are in (torr -1 -1 set 1, and are 
determined for room temperature. The experimental values 
used for CO-CO are obtained from references 3 through 9. 
For the NO-NO calculations the experimental values are 
those of G. Salvetat et al. 10 , Nachshon and Coleman 11 , and 
J.C. 12 Stephenson . For the NO-CO relaxation rates the 
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experimental values in references 3 and 12 through 14 are 
used to determine X v and C(T). 
The theory agrees well with the available experimental 
points for CO-CO and NO-NO collisions. A good fit can 
also be made for all the available V-V rates in CO-NO types 
of collisions. This includes the V-V rate of Weeks and 
14 Yardley . However, the V-T rate in that work differs 
drastically from that predicted by surprisal analysis using 
the V-V experimental points. Any attempt to fit that point 
to the theory leads to large discrepancies between the pre- 
dicted V-V rates and those measured by several authors. 
In some cases more than one author has measured the same 
V-V rate and they are in agreement as to its value. Weeks 
and Yardley used a laser excited fluorescence technique to 
measure their rates, and the authors themselves point out 
that their errors could be high. Thus we are forced to 
ignore this one isolated point. As this was the only V-T 
rate available, it means the predicted V-T rates could 
still be well off from the actual rates since we have no 
sensitive way of determining Xv. However, in any case, 
these rates will be small and should have only a small ef- 
fect on the populations determined by the master equation. 
Note the large X's for both CO-CO and NO-NO types of 
collisions. Since at room temperature kT=200 cm -1 any 
collisional transfer with an energy defect greater than 
-50-100 cm -' (kT/X) becomes increasingly unlikely for 
these molecules. The collisional energy transfer of most 
interest to us in this study of that of the NO-CO type 
where 
NO(v=l) + CO(v=O) + NO(v=O) + CO(v==l) - 267 cm-1 
With the energy defect so much larger than kT/X it will 
require many collisions of an excited NO molecule with a 
ground state CO molecule before a transfer will take place. 
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The case of 
co(v) + NO(v') + CO(v+l) + NO(v'-1) + AE 
is presented in Figure 1. The logarithm of the rate in 
units of torr -1 -1 set is plotted versus v for constant v'. 
The rate for a particular v' reaches its peak versus v when 
the energy defect changes in sign. There is a cyclical 
nature to the magnitude of the peaks of these collision 
rates. The molecules of NO and CO have slightly different 
vibrational energy level spacings, thus the minimum energy 
defect for collisional transfers will in general never be 
zero. However it will increase and decrease in a periodic 
way as the energy levels for NO and CO come into near co- 
incidence and then move apart again. It's similar to the 
beating between two approximately equal frequencies where 
the envelope of the beat has a periodicity determined by 
the difference in frequencies. 
Although on either side of the break the curves of 
Fig. 1 appear to be straight lines, they are not. There 
is a curvature downward to the left of the break and a 
curvature upward on the right. However, the nearness to 
perfectly straight lines on a log plot implies that col- 
lisional transfers of this type can be approximately repre- 
sented by a simple scaling law. From the plot one finds 
NO- co k(v=O,v') (e' 89v) up to quasi- 
k(v,v'; 290 K) g 
c 
resonance (vr%'+9) 
kre 
-.71(v-vr) where k is k 
calculaEed at vr 
where k and vr refer to the rate and the v at the peak of 
that pazticular v' plot. The subscript r is used here to 
indicate a quasi-resonance behavior appearing in the form 
of a peak of the v' plot. 
A similar relationship can be written for V-T rates. 
Table I lists the rates for collisions of the type 
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cO(v+l) + NO(v') -+ CO(v) + NO(v') + AE 
From this data one finds 
V-TCO-NO 
k(v+l-+v) 2 e' 7g(v)k(l+O) 
Scaling laws like these can be derived for all the types 
of collisions considered here. For a V-T type of collision 
involving two molecules 
CO(v+l) + CO(v') + CO(v) + CO(v') 
Table II has the rates for the first ten vibrational levels. 
This yields the following relationship: 
V-TCO-CO 
k(v+l,v) g e 2.5~ k(l+O) 
which is similar to the V-T rate above. However, note that 
k(l+O) for a collision between two CO molecules is more 
than eighteen orders of magnitude as likely to result in 
a V-T decay than that collision between a CO molecule and 
an NO molecule. Therefore, for com,parable pressures, 
NO-CO collisions can be neglected as a channel for V-T de- 
cay in CO. 
Fig. 2 is a plot of CO-CO vibrational transfer rates. 
Once again the nearly perfect straight lines on the semi- 
log plot can be represented by 
v-vco-co 
k(v=O,v';T)e' 33(v) up to vr=v'-1 
k(v,v';T) 2 c k(v=vr; v';T)e -2O(v-vr) 
where k(v, v'; T) is the rate for a collisional transfer 
of the type 
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CO(v) + CO(v') + CO(v+l) + CO(v'-1) 
For NO-NO collisions the same general relationships 
hold true. NO is the only stable diatomic molecule with 
a non zero electronic angular momentum. Because of this 
its energy levels are doubled. It has two electronic 
ground states 2 2 
2 'l/2 and n3/2. 
The 2 -1 '3/2 level is 123 cm 
above the Y/2 level. These two levels are thermalized 
by spin relaxation on a tens of nanoseconds time scale. 
Bauer and Sahm 15 measured that about 70 collisions are 
required to equilibrate these electronic levels. Thus, 
the populations of these levels are tied together and one 
set of rate equations can be used for the vibrational 
levels. Fig. 3 is a plot of the NO-NO vibrational trans- 
fer rates for a collision of the type 
NO(v) + NO(v') -+ NO(v+l) + NO(v'-1) 
Again these rates can be approximately represented in the 
form 
V-VNO-NO 
k(v=O,v')e' 
c 
17v up to resonance 
k(v,v';T) g (v,=v'-1) 
k(v=vr,v')e -.04(v-vr) 
Note that all of the rates plotted so far, those of NO 
are the most curved. However, the above approximation 
still gives reasonably accurate values. For instance, 
worst case examples are within a factor of 2 of the actual 
calculated rates. To complete this set of scaling laws, 
the V-T rates for NO-NO collisions of the type 
NO(v+l) + NO + NO(v) + NO 
are listed in Table III. These values can be represented by 
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V-TNO-NO k(v+l+v) 2 e' 07vk(1+O) 
Once again the scaling factor is on the order unity as in 
the other V-T cases but note how much larger k(l+O) is for 
NO-NO than it is for either CO-NO or CO-CO. 
Of course all the rates presented here are temperature 
dependent. Theoretically Xv is directly proportional to T 
as long as the temperature is low, that is, when h c w/kT>l. 
Otherwise, at higher temperatures Xv is independent of T. 
The scaling factor C(T) also has a temperature dependence. 
Work has been done and is continuing on analyzing these 
rates at temperatures other than room temperature. 
In conclusion, we state that in this work we have 
obtained a complete set of V-V and V-T rates (up to v=50 
levels) for CO-CO, NO-CO, and NO-NO collisions. In addi- 
tion to a variety of applications, these rates are needed 
for a detailed computer modeling estimates of vibrational 
equilibration in a CO-NO gas mixture subjected to an opti- 
cal pumping excitation (or possibly, a discharge excita- 
tion). Such detailed estimates must include collisions 
between two vibrationally excited species, since such 
species will be heavily populated (due to the anharmonic 
collisional pumping effect). Such a computer modeling 
can be applied to the energy-transfer high pressure gas 
laser system described in Part I of this report, to obtain 
a detailed estimate of gain versus partial pressures of 
the various gas-mixture species and at varying optical pump- 
ing intensity. 
The preliminary computer estimates using the rate 
equation for 50 vibrational levels of NO and CO (in which 
the above calculated V-V and V-T transfer rates are em- 
ployed) have been conducted. The results are in general 
agreement with the conclusions described in Part I of this 
report. Further work, however, is required to complete 
the work. 
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The collision transfer V-V and V-T decay rates given 
in this report are of considerable importance for a com- 
plete computer modeling of an e-beam excited CO laser. 
The previous work has yielded contradictory results, mainly 
because of inaccurate estimates of the V-V and V-T decay 
rates. We believe that the calculated values presented 
in this report will resolve the uncertain status of the 
previous estimates. 
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TABLE I VIBRATIONAL-TRANSLATIONAL RATES 
IN NO-CO MIXTURE: 
INPUT 2 MOLECULES VT rates for NO-CO 
NO CO NO CO 
0 10 0 .1035E+02 _.232?E:Zl 
0 2 0 1 .1023E+OZ .5255E-21.. 
0 3 0 2 .lOlOE+OZ .1179E-20 
0 4 0 3 .9971E+Ol ._.263.0Er20---_- 
_ 0 .5-e. 0.__4-.9.8~5E+O1.5_832~0~ 
0 6 .O 5 _ .9719E+Ol .-..128bE-19 ___- 
.O 7 0. .b ~ .9595E+Ol ~ .2818E~19-- ._ 
0 6---0.7..9472E+Ol --..61.41Ez3.9.-.vm- _---- .- 
_ 0. -9 -_ 0.d .'3 --.9349E+Ol -.1330E:18-.-.--em. 
_ . ..o -. 10 -0 -9 . ..-.9228E+Ol -.2865ErlE.e--n - 
~0-u-.-.-0~.10.. 910,7E*Ol. .bl..35~8--me- 
. .O -12 - 0 .ll_. ..8987E+Ol -d306E:17 _.._ 
.-...O--13 -0. .12n-.8868E+Ol .m~.ZS'b!tE~lC/-~~e 
-0~~1.O13._813OE+O1.5_815E-~ 
0 15 ---. .._- 0 14 .861?E+Ol -~..1.2l~~E~lb~~~ _ 
--- 0 lb- - O.-15~~_.8.51?E+01-~.2530E~16 
-0 -1-7__0-_16-.~8.4_02E?Ol mmdLZXOkLLm-- 
0 0 --- 17- .8287E+Ol .-...1075Ey15-. . .._ 
0 - _.__ . :: 0. 18 -..8174E+Ol __..219_7Ezl5.-.. _ 
-0 20 -- 0 19 .eo_6_-E-+.o .I..____ __ .4464E-15 
0 21 _- - - ~. 0 to..- .7949E+Ol -._r9017Err15_-.-.. 
-.- - 0 ._22-. O-e.21-w -.7839E+Ol -d811Ez14 
__ ---o-2-2- 0 23 .7729E+Ol .36mE-14 
0 -- 24-- 0 _ 23_..7619E+O 1 ..--.117-6.Er1_4--. 
_-_ 0 25 _ 0. -24 -_..?511E+Ol ._....1416E~l3-- ._. 
0 26 0 25 ---7- .740_4E+O 1 .2778E-13 
- .O -27- 0 26 ._ .7298E+Ol .--a5!,19Erl3.-----. 
_ ._ O.-..28 .-- 0 -27--.7192E+Ol ~..1.05.1Er12_.~..- 
~-29--ZK-- 0 rLO-k&EE_+O 1 .2 Qzz!E.zl-L _ 
~~~~0-~3O~O-2~--..6P84E+O1..38.6.4Erl2~~.~~.~ 
_. m-0.-..31-.-0--3O.--..6881E+Ol -~_?VXE.~-12-_.-. 
0 32 0 31 -- .6_7_7_99.+0~1 .--LwcL3E-llp 
-_-O . ..33 .O.-32---.6678E+O 1 -...2.642.Erl.l..p 
..0~3.4.--.0 33 --. 6578E+Ol --.k94-8E.z.11 __- 
0 35 0 34 &K?JE~E_+O.~ -Bl3F-U 
F.O-36 -_.. 0 -35.---.638OE+Ol _.L7DbEzlO.-....u- 
--O-3-7.-0- 36--.6283E+Ol .---.313-9E.-.lO....e.- 
0 38 O37.6186E~O.L .5745E-10 
~.~O-~e39..~.0-3.~---..6.091E+O 1 -JTO-GId9 ~- 
O40Le--0----39~A996E+0 1-.189elEzO>9 
oo--44D- 590.2E+O 1 -1eL 
-O-42-.- 0-e41.-..5809E+Ol -.b02.9E~O99.---_-... 
_ -.-O--43 .._0..42...._.5.717E+Ol -..1081E~.08-- __. 
044043~ X626E?O l.-.m.19UXzOL 
-... o--.45 0 44 ,5535E+Ol -.e.3357E-08 . 
46 
L7 
0 45.. .5446E+Ol .n.5865E-08 
--046 -535.7E+01~.~01PE~O_7__~ 
-. 0 48 0 47 .527OE+ol .1760E-07 
.5183E+Ol ..3022E-07 
.5159ErOJ-_- 
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TABLE I Concluded 
-INPUT 2 MOLECULES VT rates for NO-CO 
NO -CO Nd CO 
._ __ 
9063E+Ol--- .81i5E-18 
.8927E+Ol,... .1909E-17,--- 
__. _- -... . .._ -2 8~~1Ec_OL.._...448Si-l?..- 
4 0-~3--.--!x-- _-. -' ..LuL56!2!!~~ .10-55-E36- 
.-... .__ _. --.. _ . .._ --- .---.- ---------- .-__- --..- 
^ _ _ . . . . _ _.--- _. -. _- _. .-. __.. 
s- 402m1 74FI?F-16 
.--6 0 5 _ O--....838.4E+Ol.... ->5!335E-16 .._ 
.___._ 7 .._ 0 --..b -0 -.-e2_49_~ +01 _.13.72~_~~5- 
0 0 7 0 ,8113F+ol .3225E-15 
--5!--.-0. -. 8 --'J-e. ZP_7?_S.~~l--..7~~ZE-15..~__ 
--.- 
11 0 l-0 
-IL .A .___ 11 ._ -.0-L . -.---. 7569'=+01 . ..-..9_843EIltt-- 
-1.33 0 12 0 7433EtOl .-__..d.--- -- 2.3.13.EA3 - --0. 
14 0 13 0 .7297E+Ol- .5434E-13 
15 0 .14 0 7161E+U ---&---- .L277E-12 
16 0 15 0 .7o~~O~~~ZP~8E-1z~ -- -~ _-._ --__ 
17 0 l& 0 .6869E+ol 7042E-12 & 
_le 0 .- --x----o e6753itOl ,1654F-JJ 
19 0 18 0 6617c+Ol 3862E-11 _-. __- - _--d-.J- -c ._.-- __ 
20 0 19 0 .6480E+01 ,911 E 11 3- 
21 0 20 0 6344EtOl l ----- --_ ~ -- ..-.-__ .-.c. 2 lz*10- 
-~2--_a--21 0 . 6208E+Ol -0% 5019E-10~~~ .-. ._- 
49 0 48 '0 .25-l 5.i+0-l -.4i85 E *O-O 
50.-- 0. i19 
-_-_ 
0 .2377Eibl .lOs'iE.+Ol 
TABLE II VIBRATIONAL-TRANSLATIONAL RATES 
IN CO-CO MIXTURE 
INPUT 2 MOLECULES VT rates for CO-CO 
co co co co 
1 o 0 0 .1035E*32 .>792i--03 
2 0 1 0 .lOZ3i~OZ .:70-OE-03 
3 0 2 0 .loloE+Ot .lllZE-Oi-- 
4 o 3 0 .9971E*Cl .1419E-02 _._.. .----- -- 
5 
6 
7 
e -_ - 
9 
10 
11 
12 
0 4 -- 0. 
0‘5 0 
.9845E+ol- -~ 
.9i '19E+Ol 
0 6 0 .9595f Ito1 _ 
0 7 0 .9472E+di 
0 3 0 .9! 149E+Ol - -__. 
0 9 0 .9229E+Ol _.---.. .-- .-.. - 
0 10 --0 .9107E+Ol 
0 11 0 .89@7L i+o1- 
-is--o----l4 0 . 6 33E+01 i-rBzTc -0 i --___ 
. lb .c 15.. 0 8517E+Ol .2279E-01 -. _ -i7. .o.-. 1b- -o---~orciil- 
.2837E-01 
.b2e7E+ol 
-- 
7-a 0 II c .31524E-01 is ..-- ~. .ie--o----- _ ..--.- - .6174t+Ol .4370E-01 
--0 -19 0 
--- __.~-- 
.aoblE+ol .5409E-01 
0 .1949E+Cl --;6682E-Cl 
22 .-o 21 0 .7a39E+ol .9239E-01 
----.7729E+Ol 0 .1014E+OO 
0 ,7619E+@l .1245E*CO _. -.- 
--25 
- . 
0 24- 0 
-- 3-5iETb1- 
-.-- 
.1527E+OO 
--26 -- 0 ‘-25-.-O-- 
__. 
.7404E+Ol .leb9E+OO 
-77---r--2~ 0 .7298E+Ol .2282E+OO -. 
-26 0 27 _ 0 .7192E+Ol .2782E+OO -.. -~___- 
.70aeE+ol .3385E+OO 
.6984E+01 .'tllZE+OO 
.6881E+Ol .498%E+OO 
.-bm-iE~o 
..7283E+OC .66 /8E+Ol 
-.34.- -0 33 0 .6578E+Ol .9779E+Oo 
6479E+Ol .1056E+Ol 
.6380E+Ol .1268E+Ol 
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_ - .- 
0 32, 0 .6263E+Ol .1521E+Ol ____ - -_ ..-- 
--1fl 0 3-7 0 .bl&bE+Ol .1819E+Ol 
-%--iii C-J .6091E+Ol .2172E+Ol 
40 o-39- 0 .5am-- .-2590E+Ol ---_ 
__ 
- .~.. ..-- 
41 0 40 0 .5902E+Ol -.-3081E+Ol 
42 0 41 0 .5809E+Ol .3659E+Ol 
-43 0 --42 0 
~---_.-- -. 
.5717E+Gl .4337E+Ol 
41. . 0 --43 --- 0  44 a .562bE+Ol- 
-- 
.5132c+Ol 
-x5-- . 5535EtOl -.bCbOE+Ol - 
co-45 0 .544bE+Ol .7144E+Ol 
47 0 46 --.O _ __--.- .5757F+Ol -..- .R4-66-Fi3- - 
--4R cl 47 0 .5 1 
49 0 48 0 
;;i;+o; .9872E+O 
.51'33E+Ol- .1157E;O2 
50 0 49 o- 
.- ..---- 
.5097E+Ol .1354E+02 
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TA3LE III VIBRATIONAL-TRANSLATIONAL RATES 
IN NO-NO MIXTURE 
INPUT 2 MOLECULES VT rates for NO-NO 
NO NO NO NO 
2 0 l- 0. .8927E+Ol .24132E+04 
3 0 0 .-. 2. ._. .8791E+Ol ._. .2672E+04 
e-m’, ___. 0 _.__ 3emJ.I~..865.6E+O I--..2874E.?.O!tw.e.- 
5 0’ 
..-. _ _.. 
- 4~_0~.052OE~Ol103.092E+0_4__ 
6 -. .o ..--5..--o- .8384E+O 1 e-.3325E?04. 
_.. .7 _ . ..O ..e6 ~0~.0249E+O1~~.3575E+04.e. _ 
6 07- ___.-- o-.BJa13E%o-L-A3~e~z~oL 
-- - 9- . ..O -3 .._._ 0 -...m. 7977E+Ol- ..-. 4128E*04 ._.. -- 
--10-_-.0 -9---O ._.e. 7841E+Ol--.-.4435E+O4-...- 
1-- _7105~l---.4162ELo4--- 
-_lZ.- 0 _ 11---O-_.7569E+Ol .-.5112E+.O4-em 
-_13--mO -12--0~.3433E+Ol.-.-5487E+04.-- 
--lf--O130~~E+O 1 50m-L 
_^ 15% -.O ..14..-0.--.7161E.+Ol-->6313E,Olt..~- 
-16--O . ..-I5.~0~.71)25.E.+01- 6 76.0 E +.OA-- 
17OILElSE +o 1 Lz25!tlso- 
p18--om17_9. 6.75.3E+QL 71.72E,B4- 
-1.9~. --O.-l8 __D.6.617+_+01- 832.4E.tO.4- 
~2_0__1)~19~.6k8.0~01912F+04 
--21---O .20--O-.6344E+Ol-.9537E,04-- 
--22-~.0..~21.--0--..620’3E+01--.1020E+05~ 
-23~ 022>---dOO91 F+O5 
-24 -- 0.13~L5935E-+O~J.l66E.+O5--~ 
--25. -0 -24 ---O--e 5 7.9-9E.+Ol -46E+.O5-p 
Zb -0250642LU7 
27.-. O..- 26.--O- -5526E+CL-.1421Et45-F 
.:..28- ~-0 - 27~~0~.5389E+01-J.516E+05. -.- 
29O28FtQl 1417Ftn5 
~~30--~0~~.29-9-.5116E~OLl11L4Lt~5--- 
~_31~-0~_30--0~,_49.8.0~+0~rlB3.7~05~-- 
3203143E+o 1 .19w- 
-..-33- -.-0 _ 320-e-.4706E+Dl~.2082E?45%--- 
34-.--o .-33--B- 
3-o- 
457.0E+OL-.Z215E+.O5-~~ 
340.44335- 
36 -.O -35 .-e-O --.-. 4296EtOl .-.. 2503EtO5 
-:me37-.0..36 _-Om-..4159EtOl -.2659E+05 _ __. 
38-0374.4072F+Ol 7877FtO5 
.39_-0._.38.-0-.3885E.+OL~~L994EtO5-- 
--4.0am_3.w- 3249E+.Ol-d3124W5.----- 
41 0 40 0 .3617FtOl .33A3EtO5 
_:st-C ..41.-.-0-_.3475E~O1..3561UO5-- 
v-.43.--0 -42-s-O--.3338E?Ol.-... 3768Et05- 
44Om -43__O_JZOIIL04E+05 
--.45- ..o 44mO.--.-.3063EtOl -- . . . . 4209Et.05 .--__- 
-.46- --0 45--O -. .2926E+Ol-- -.4.444E+05 - 
-vsL-O-460-. 27?39E~Ol---~~.6&8EekO5- 
48... 0 47 - __.. 0 -...... 2652E+Ol _ . ..4942Et05 __.._ 
49 0 48 -. 0.-- .2515E+Ol .5206E*05 _ 
-5o-.-0490 2 37.7E+Ol-._15.179~05- 
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Fig. 1 Vibrational Transfer Rates in NO-CO Mixture. 
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Fig. 2 Vibrational Transfer rates in CO-CO Mixture. 
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Fig. 3 Vibrational Transfer Rates in NO-NO Mixture. 
